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foam was tagged with fluorescing, ultraviolet paint pigment to enable its 
pathway to be mapped with a short wave ultraviolet light. 

As mining advanced toward the holes, the lithologic characteristics of 
the coal seam, roof, and floor were mapped, along with the location of 
roof falls and deformational features. The roof strata consisted of thin, 
irregular pods of gray shale and siltstone and of an overlying sandstone, 
which had an erosional contact with the seam in many areas. Roof falls 
and "slips" occur where the roof's lithologic character is transitional 
from shale to sandstone. The falls occur with time as the roof weakens 
along slip planes and bedding planes where individual lithologic charac
teristics are not thick enough to support themselves. 

Paint pigment from the treatment fluid was distributed in horizontal 
planes at the coal-roof interface and along the top of an in-seam rock 
binder up to 225 ft (70 m) from an individual borehole. Propping sand 
was found only on the top of the rock binder and in vertical fractures in 
the lower bench of the seam, near the boreholes. Fluorescing vertical frac
tures occurred predominantly in the friable lower bench and extended 
outward for a distance of up to 160 ft (50 m) from the boreholes. No frac
tures penetrated the roof or floor strata. No roof falls occurred near the 
well bores. 

NAVA, SUSAN J., Memphis State Univ., Memphis, TN 

New Madrid Seismic Zone: A Test Case for Naturally Induced Seismicity 

Faults in Illinois probably have been inactive since the Cretaceous Per
iod, although the Reelfoot rift south of Cairo has been reactivated. 
Earthquakes in Illinois today apparently are caused by local east-west 
horizontal compressional stresses not related to known bedrock faults. 

NEWMAN, DAVID A., Pennsylvania State Univ., University Park, PA 

Coal Mine Ground Control—The Effect of Geology 

The stability of an underground coal mine is highly influenced by the 
regional and local geologic conditions. Certain geologic features have an 
effect on roof and floor stability A method of engineering geological 
data collection involves engineering geological mapping, dieimond-core 
drilling, geotechnical logging, borescope observations, integral sampling 
of floor strata, and in-situ stress measurements. Individual aspects of the 
method were developed and tested during the course of field investiga
tions at three Pennsylvania and West Virginia coal mines. The field inves
tigations were supplemented with laboratory testing of rock and coal 
specimens and regional geologic studies involving lineament and hazard 
analyses. The method of engineering geological data collection was found 
to be effective for quantifying geologic conditions in parameters directly 
applicable to engineering design. 

Induced seismicity caused by man-made events, such as the fiUing of 
reservoirs has been well documented. In contrast, naturally induced seis
micity has received little attention. It has been shown that a fluctuation of 
as httle as several bars can trigger reservoir induced earthquakes. Natu
rally occurring phemonena generate similar fluctuations and could trig
ger earthquakes where the faults in ambient stress field are suitably 
oriented and close to failure. 

The New Madrid Seismic Zone (NMSZ) presents an ideal test case for 
the study of naturally induced seismicity. The ideal data set for a study of 
triggering effects must contain a statistically significant number of 
events, a constant accumulated strain, and a limited focal region. New 
Madrid earthquakes are well documented from 1974 to the present, down 
to a magnitude ~ 1.8. They lie in a distinrt fault pattern and occur as a 
reaction to the regional stress regime. 

A statistical correlation was made between the earthquakes and a vari
ety of different types of loads, to see if New Madrid seismicity could be 
triggered by natural fluctuations. The types of "triggers" investigated 
ranged from solid earth tides to variations in barometric pressure, rain
fall, and stages of the Mississippi River. This analysis becomes complex 
because each factor investigated creates individual stresses, as well as hav
ing imbedded in it a reaction to other factors. For example, changes in 
barometric pressure influence the observed solid earth tides, as well as 
leading to rainfall, which in turn cause changes in the river stages. Most 
Ukely it is a combination of effects, reinforcing each other, that act as pos
sible trigger sources. 

NELSON, W. JOHN, and DONALD K. LUMM, Illinois State Geol. 
Survey, Champaign, IL 

Tectonic History of Southeastern Illinois 

Recurrent movements on the northeast-trending Reelfoot rift and 
west-trending Rough Creek fault zone dominated southeastern Illinois 
tectonic history. Early Cambrian rifting along both zones created deep 
trenches that began to fill with sediments. Intermittent movements con
tinued, but faults were quiescent by the Mississippian. Then renewed 
extension on the Reelfoot rift in the Early Permian produced high-angle 
normal faults in the Wabash Valley fault system and Fluorspar area fault 
complex, and the right-lateral Cottage Grove fault system. Igneous intru
sions accompanied this action: upwelling magma formed Omaha dome; 
Hicks dome and associated concentric and radial faults appear to have 
been formed by explosive igneous activity. 

After the Early Permian, recurrent up-and-down movements of sev
eral thousand feet reactivated the fluorspar area fault complex and cre
ated the present day Rough Creek and Shawneetown fault zones. Blocks 
bordering faults returned roughly to their original positions by the Late 
Cretaceous, leaving narrow slices of rock upthrown and downthrown 
along faults. 

O'CONNELL, DENNIS B., U.S. Geol. Survey, IndianapoUs, IN, and 
JOHN UTGAARD, Southern Illinois Univ., Carbondale, IL 

Biofacies and Habitats of Brereton Limestone Member (Carbondale For
mation, Middle Pennsylvanian), Southwestern Illinois 

The Brereton Limestone is a shallow-water, open-marine carbonate 
deposited over peat or delta-plain muds after delta abandonment and a 
marine transgression. Six distinct biofacies are recognized, utilizing 
quantitative analysis of abundance data on 32 fossil types obtained from 
detailed petrographic examination of 141 samples. The biofacies partly 
overlap and probably represent coexisting paleocommunities. Data on 
autecology, lithology, insoluble residue content, and thickness were used 
to interpret the habitats of each biofacies. 

Biofacies V, a low-diversity biofacies dominated by brachiopods and 
ostracods, occupied turbid-water, mud- or shelly mud-bottom areas dur
ing influxes of detrital clays late in the abandonment of the Herrin delta 
and, also, early in the construction of the Jamestown delta. 

Low-relief carbonate mud mounds accumulated within and around 
baffles provided by thickets of phylloid algae, crinoids, fenestrate bryo-
zoans, or productid brachiopods, and are separated by narrow to broad 
intermound areas. Shallow-water mud mounds, containing Biofacies I, 
which is dominated by calcareous phylloid algae and foraminifers, are 
capped locally by Biofacies VI, a low-diversity biofacies dominated by 
ostracods. Biofacies VI, occupied the high subtidal to supratidal crests of 
algal mud mounds which had a stressed (possibly hypersaline) environ
ment. Deeper water mud mounds were occupied by either Biofacies III, a 
crinoid-mixed fossil biofacies, or by Biofacies IV, which is dominated by 
fusulinids, strophomenids, andtrilobites. 

Biofacies II, dominated by sponges, moUusks, and impunctate brachi
opods, generally occurred on the flanks of the shallow-water mounds. 
Biofacies I, III, and IV also occurred in broad, muddy intermound areas 
and Biofacies III in narrow, winnowed intermound areas. 

Spatial distribution of biofacies and inferred habitats is characterized 
by irregular and local changes, and does not conform to regular, predicta
ble changes perpendicular to a paleoshoreline. 

PEES, SAMUEL T, Samuel T. Pees and Assocs., Meadville, PA, and 
JOHN C. PALMQUIST, Lawrence, Univ., Appleton, WI 

Morphotectonic Features Interpreted from Remote Sensing, Erie 
County, Northwest Pennsylvania 

Linear features (lineaments) have been discerned in Erie County from 
multi-temporal Landsat MSS images and return-beam vidicon scenes. 
This 2,107 km^ (814 mi^) portion of the Appalachian Plateau is criss
crossed by at least 24 Landsat linear features, some of which may be of 
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structural origin. The lengths range from 7.25 to 24 km (4.5 to 15 mi) 
within the county. However, some lineaments extend for many kilometers 
outside of the mapped area. 

There are two major sets of Landsat lineaments in Erie County. They 
are oriented approximately northwest-southeast and northeast-
southwest. The vectors of the dominant set average 329° and those of the 
secondary set average 49°. The 329° set approximately coincides with the 
average regional dip of mapped subsurface beds. The 49° set generally 
corresponds to regional subsurface strike. 

A detailed structural interpretation on the top of the Queenston For
mation shows that some of the northwest lineaments locally coincide with 
dip reversals and other anomalies. This mapped horizon is the base of the 
Lower Silurian Medina Group which is currently the principal gas-
producing reservoir in this region. 

Lineaments which have a tectonic origin are surface expressions of 
faults and other structural disturbances which probably affected the crys
talline basement ana were repeatedly reactivated during the deposition of 
overlying beds. 

Extensional fractures (fracture traces) interpreted from enlarged aerial 
photographs are abundant. The fracture traces are found in the surface 
lineament zones as well as in areas between lineaments. These fractures, 
at depth, can locally enhance the porosity and permeability of reservoir 
beds which, normally, are classified as "tight formations." 

PRECHT, WILLIAM E, Phillips Petroleum Co., Denver, CO 

Patch Reef Modeling—A Comparison of Devonian and Recent Exam
ples 

In reef research, models have been developed to define variations in the 
lithic and biotic development of facies. Walker and Alberstadt, and Hof
fman and Narkiewicz developed models for growth of ancient reef com
munities. Although these models form a solid foundation by which patch 
reefs can be classed and zoned, they are neither complete nor accurate for 
all reef types. A comparison was made of Lower Devonian patch reefs 
from the Appalachian basin of New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania, 
and Holocene examples from the Bahamas and Florida Keys to identify 
the structure, orientation, community variability, jmd succession of the 
reef biofacies. The complexion and genesis of the carbonate lithofacies 
were also studied. Results show similarities; these include the size, area! 
distribution, 3-D geometry, wave-resistance potential, lateral sequences 
of facies, sedimentary textures and structures, vertical zonation explained 
by growth from low-energy to high-energy regimes, biotic diversity, 
growth habit and form, and postmortem alteration. Thus, when used in 
conjunction with the traditional models, the recent can serve as the basis 
for a general model which include most patch reef types. However, these 
models should not be used as explicit analogs for all Phanerozoic reefs. 
Knowing and understanding the limitations of these comparative studies 
are essential to a fuller comprehension of the potential for variations 
which exist within and between the traditional models. 

SCHWALB, HOWARD R., Illinois State Geol. Survey, Champaign, IL 

Structural History of Southern Illinois and Upper Mississippi Embay-
ment 

Early crustal failure produced deep grabens which filled with fluvial 
and marine sediments. Subsequent growth faulting during the Paleozoic 
deepened these troughs, allowing deposition of thick sedimentary 
sequences in the Reelfoot basin and Rough Creek graben. Uplift of the 
Pascola arch closed the Illinois basin to the south, and erosion along the 
arch removed much of the sedimentary record. 

Subsidence of the Mississippi embayment area allowed deposition of 
southward thickening continental and marine sediments. Subsequent 
erosion has produced the present-day areal distribution of geologic units. 

SEYLER, BEVERLY J., Illinois State Geol. Survey, Champaign, IL 

Stratigraphic Traps and Deposition of Aux Vases and Uppermost Ste. 
Genevieve Formations (Mississippian), Southern Illinois 

A basin-wide subsurface and outcrop study of the Aux Vases Sand
stone was undertaken to determine the source of the sandstone, the 
regional extent of producing zones, the nature of its stratigraphic traps, 
and reservoir characteristics. The Aux Vases marks the transition from 
the predominantly carbonate deposits of the Valmeyeran to the clastic 
dominated Chesterian. 

The Aux Vases in southwestern Illinois is composed of fine-grained, 
subangular to rounded sandstone commonly occurring in massive sand 
bodies 50 to 200 ft (15 to 60 m) thick. Many of these sand bodies are fluid-
saturated and porous, but are not petroleum reservoirs. The eastern and 
central parts of the Illinois basin, where the Aux Vases is usually less than 
30 ft (9 m) thick, are the major producing areas. 

The overlying Renault Limestone separates the Aux Vases from lower 
Chesterian sands, forming a cap for many stratigraphic traps in the Aux 
Vases. The most common type of stratigraphic trap in the Aux Vases 
occurs in thin, shaly and sihy sands overlying the Joppa Member of the 
Ste. Genevieve Limestone ("Aux Vases Lime"). Previous work has indi
cated that these are tidally influenced sands deposited on a platform of 
Ste. Genevieve oolitic limestone or grainstone. These Aux Vases platform 
sandstones grade laterally into either oolite, grainstone, or silty, shallow-
marine shale. The best production comes from "permeability pods," 
where good porosity (15 to 20%) coincides with permeabilities in excess 
of lOOmd. 

Another type of stratigraphic trap occurs in a 4 to 10-ft (1 to 3 m) thick 
oolitic zone, in the lower part of the Joppa Member, usually separated 
from the Aux Vases by less than 10 ft (3 m) of dense limestone. When this 
oolite is loosely cemented, permeabilities are in excess of 200 md, result
ing in excellent initial production (sometimes in excess of 1,000 bbl of oil/ 
day). 

Study results indicate a western source for the Aux Vases. The thickest 
accumulations of sand occur in the southwestern part of Illinois and dis
play western cross-bedding. The amount of sand decreases and the 
amount of limestone increases in the producing part of the basin. 

SCHWALB, HOWARD R., Illinois State Geol. Survey, Champaign, IL 

History of Displacement Along Ste. Genevieve Fault Zone, Southwestern 
Illinois 

The Ste. Genevieve fault zone extends eastward from Missouri across 
the Mississippi River into Jackson County, lUinois, about 75 mi (120 km) 
southeast of St. Louis. Outcrop studies have dated movement along por
tions of the zone as pre-Middle Devonian, post-Mississippian, and post-
Pennsylvanian. Present displacement is down to the north and east whh 
throw ranging up to 3,000 ft (915 m). However, pre-Middle Devonian 
movement was down to the south and west. 

The present upthrown block shows no evidence of vertical movement 
during the Cambrian and Ordovician. Nor is there any indication that the 
fault zone was part of the northern border of the Reelfoot basin, where 
earliest Paleozoic sediments infilled an aulacogen at the northern end of 
the Mississippi embayment. 

SHAFFER, N. R., R. K. LEININGER, and M. V ENNIS, Indiana Geol. 
Survey, Bloomington, IN 

Comparison of Organic-Rich Shales of Pennsylvanian Age in Indiana 
with New Albany Shale 

Abundant black organic-rich shales occur in rocks of Pennsylvanian 
age in southwestern Indiana. They have not been well characterized 
except for a few thin intervals in small areas, the best example being at the 
abandoned Mecca Quarry in west-central Indiana. Although these shales 
are thinner and less widespread than the organic-rich shales of the New 
Albany Shale (Devonian and Mississippian age) they warrant characteri
zation because of their accessibility during strip mining of underlying 
coals. 

Organic-rich shales of Pennsylvanian age contain up to 44% organic 
carbon and might be considered potential oil shales. Carbon to hydrogen 
ratios in these shales are similar to those in the New Albany. Relatively 
high concentrations of certain metals occur in shales of both ages, espe
cially where phosphate is abundant, and sulfur values for both shales 


